May 8, 1997, was just like any other day in the Navy. Ships and Sailors were deployed around the world projecting power, “Forward ... From the Sea.” Some men and women went to work that day only miles from home, while others were at sea thousands of miles away from their families.

Our Navy is a global organization with a common purpose and spirit. This special issue of All Hands salutes our Sailors and captures how they serve our country “Any Day in the Navy — Anytime, Anywhere in the World.”

On the Cover
Before an F-14A Tomcat has time to clear USS Nimitz’s (CV 68) flight deck, ABHC(AW) Daryl Charles stands ready to taxi the next approaching jet to the catapult for launch. Charles is a native of St. Louis. Photo by PH3(AW) James H. Watson, USS Nimitz (CV 68)
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AT3 Rick Morgan of San Diego troubleshoots an Anti-Submarine (SH-60B) Seahawk helicopter attached to Light Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron (HSL) 45, Det. 5, aboard the guided-missile frigate USS Ingraham (FFG 61). Photo by PH2 Thomas Lorenzson

SM2(SW) Willie Griffin from Jackson, Miss., sends flag signals from the signal bridge of USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PH3 Mike Larson, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)

ABH2 Glen Newbins, of Denver, "hands off" a taxiing F/A-18 Hornet aboard USS Independence (CV 62). Photo by PHAN Christopher L. Pistol, VF-154 TARPS, USS Independence (CV 62)

RM2 Ed Hertzop, assigned to the Navy's Leap Frogs, jumps from a C-130 cargo aircraft as GM1 Chad Clements of SEAL Team 1 captures it on film. Photo by PH2 Felix Garza, Fleet Imaging Command, San Diego
An Anti-Submarine (SH-60B) Seahawk helicopter rests on the fantail of the guided-missile frigate USS Ingraham (FFG 61), which is deployed to the Arabian Gulf to monitor commercial shipping in the region. Photo by PH2 Thomas Lorentzson
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BMC(SW/AW) Charles Donelson Jr., Officer Candidate School company commander, reminds a candidate to make sure he shaves closer next time. Photo by JO2 David Brian Rush, NAS Pensacola, Fla.
MRFN Ignacio Lopez of San Benito, Texas, changes an indexing head in the MR Shop aboard USS John F. Kennedy (CV 67). Photo by JO1(AW) Michael Hart, USS John F. Kennedy (CV 67)

STG3 Cody Brewer of Oklahoma City performs preventive maintenance on a .50-caliber machine gun aboard the guided-missile destroyer USS Fitzgerald (DDG 62) while underway in the Arabian Gulf. Photo by PH1 Wayne Edwards

SA Jason Pinol (left) delivers a practice injection to a reluctant SR Jennifer Westfall. Instructor, LT Deborah Grissinger, a native of Virginia Beach, Va., observed and graded the procedure at Naval Hospital Corps School, Great Lakes, Ill. Pinol is from Honolulu and Westfall is from Livingston, Mont. Photo by LCDR Deborah A. Sherrock, Naval Hospital Corps School, Great Lakes, Ill.
A PH3 Neal G. TenEyck finishes shaving in his barracks room before going into work to take pictures of people during “Any Day in the Navy” 1997. Photo by PH3 Neal G. TenEyck, Fleet Imaging Center Pacific, Atsugi, Japan
CECA Paul Ramirez (left) and CE3 Mark Simmons from the Public Works Department's high voltage line crew, climb a communication pole to connect primary electrical conductors less than 100 feet from the active mine field separating Cuba from U.S. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Simmons is from Sydney, N.Y., and Ramirez is from San Antonio. Photo by JO3 Tonia M. Warner, Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
RM2 Jessica Hannah of Buffalo, N.Y., troubleshoots a communications circuit at the Navy Computer and Telecommunication Station, Yokosuka, Japan. Photo by PH2 Russell P. Wolfkiel, Fleet Imaging Facility Pacific, Yokosuka, Japan

Students at Naval Aviation Training Command, NAS Pensacola, Fla., march from place to place between classes. Photo by PHAN David Carter, Naval Aviation Training Command, NAS Pensacola, Fla.

AK1 Thomas Clarkson (fourth from left) invited two co-workers to lunch to meet his two nieces from the Republic of the Philippines. From left to right: Josie Radona, Zambalas, Republic of the Philippines; Dana Radona, Zambalas, Republic of the Philippines; PH3 Neal G. TenEyck, E. Rochester, N.Y.; Clarkson, Sumter, S.C.; PH1(AW) Mathew Young, Longmont, Colo.; and Lucy Clarkson, Zambalas, Republic of the Philippines. Photo by PH3 Neal G. TenEyck, Fleet Imaging Center Pacific, Atsugi, Japan
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Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral Jay Johnson works in his office prior to his morning meeting with the Vice-CNO and other staff members. Photo by PH2 Ephraim Rodriguez, CNO Staff

STS2(SS) George L. Shipman from Everett, Wash., prepares the potable water hose for USS Topeka (SSN 754) at Submarine Base Pearl Harbor. Photo by PH1(AW/SW) Timothy W. Tow, SUBASE, Pearl Harbor
SM2(AW) Valarie Warecki makes preparations to dress out USS McKee (AS 41) for a change of command ceremony. Photo by PH1 Anthony L. Dowell, USS McKee (AS 41)

During flight operations aboard USS Peleliu (LHA 5), handling the launching and recovering of aircraft on Spots 6 through 9 requires ABH3 Rudy E. Yanit's complete concentration. Yanit is from San Jose, Calif. Photo by PH1(AW) L.L. Nixon, USS Peleliu (LHA 5)

SMSA Sherry Albright of Sylvania, Ga., takes a call while working in the office for the Naval Support Activity Monterey Bay swimming pool. Photo by JO1 Diane Jacobs, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
A bowline takes shape as BM2 Tim Dooley instructs MS3 Sandra Askew in a centuries-old art. Both Dooley and Askew are Reservists in Kansas City. Photo by JOC Walton Whittaker
This member of Boot Camp Company DW227, Great Lakes Recruit Training Center, formed up as usual on May 8, 1997. Photo by JO1 Daniel Charles Ross, NAVINFO Midwest Det. 113, Great Lakes, Ill.
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FC3 Josh Bacca (left) of Turlock, Calif., and FC2 Jeff Pettitt of San Jose, Calif., perform weekly barrel cleaning on CIWS during a flight evolution aboard USS Constellation (CV 64). Photo by PH3 James William Olive, USS Constellation (CV 64)
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A young visitor is introduced to HMC(SW) Kinley L. Fisher’s Madagascar hissing cockroach at the Uniformed Services University of Health Science exhibit during Public Service Recognition Week on the National Mall. Photo by HM2 Thomas C. Balfour, Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, Bethesda, Md.

Members of the crew of USS Constitution undergo sail training aboard Rose which sailed into Narragansett Bay. Photo by PHC(SW) John Gay, Naval War College, Newport, R.I.
A MS3 Lutgardo Babiera, a native of Laguna, Republic of the Philippines, kneads dough for lunch rolls in the bake shop of USS Blue Ridge (LCC 19). Photo by PH3 Aaron M. McGrath, USS Blue Ridge (LCC 19)
Basic Underwater Demolition SEAL course student Seaman George Hunt of Mapleton, Ga., navigates the “monkey bars” at the obstacle course at Naval Special Warfare Center, San Diego. Photo by PH2 Felix Garza, Jr.
SN Kathryn Lang of Merced, Calif., looks through the pages of All Hands magazine onboard USS Blue Ridge (LCC 19). Photo by PH2(SW) Brad C. Dillon

GMG3 Chris Shue shows AO1 Carl Easter how to clean the M-60 machine gun aboard USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69). Photo by PH3 Michael Cox, USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69)

AN Desuana C. Willis of Muskogee, Okla., performs a daily inspection on an F/A-18 as part of her plane captain duties at VFA-106 at Naval Air Station Cecil Field. Photo by ATC(AW) June M. English
SN Joy Lopez, a native of New York City, steers a passenger ferry away from the pier at Ford Island, Pearl Harbor. The ferry, a 15-meter utility boat, is used to take Sailors and civilian workers to and from the naval base and Ford Island. Photo by JO1 (SW/FMF) S.A. Thornbloom, CINCPACFLT Public Affairs, Pearl Harbor.

GM3 Shad Tucker of Killeen, Texas, lubricates the chase of a 5-inch, 54-caliber MK-45 gun mount aboard the guided-missile destroyer USS Fitzgerald (DDG 62) after the ship conducted firing exercises while deployed in the Arabian Gulf. Photo by PH1 Wayne Edwards.
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AN Dawn Williams makes her first suture on an emergency walk-in patient while HM3 Shawn Morgheim observes her work. Photo by PH2 Daniel J. Quinacon, USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN 72)

MM3 Steven Heavyside from Indianapolis takes a liquid oxygen sample from the O²N² plant aboard USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PHAN Steven Peyman, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)

USS Peleliu (LHA 5) Sailors and Marines prepare to land combat-ready Marines ashore by helicopter and amphibious craft off the coastline of the mythical country of Pendleton. Photo by PH1(AW) L.L. Nixon, USS Peleliu (LHA 5)
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SM3 Axel Sanchez of Bronx, New York, starts the day off right by raising “Old Glory” as USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74) gets under way. Photo by AN Jayson D. Hoffer, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)
SWCR James P. Lord cuts a girt from the old galley’s A-frame while deployed with NMCB 3 to Camp Mitchell, Rota, Spain. Photo by JO1 Charles L. Bear, NMCB 3 public affairs on deployment to Rota, Spain

Time

HM2 Kenneth M. Bowen counts the white cells in a blood sample to determine the type of infection present. Photo by PH2 (AW) Brian D. Forsano, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)
(From left to right) AC1(AW/SW) Henry Straub of Tupperlake, N.Y., AC2 Kelly Manon of Muskogee, Okla., AC2(AW) Stacy Morgan of Kimball, Neb., and AC1(AW/SW) Bobby MacHale of Orange, Calif., keep the aircraft straight from the control tower.

Photo by PH2 August Sigur, Fleet Imaging Center Pacific, San Diego

MS3 Lott Babiera heads to his work center on board USS Blue Ridge (LCC 19), which is homeported in Yokosuka, Japan, and flagship of Commander, U.S. Seventh Fleet. Photo by PH3N Laura A. Woznak, USS Blue Ridge (LCC 19)
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During an EOD training exercise in Yokosuka, Japan, BM1(EOD) Danny Johnson of Detroit Lakes, Minn., listens to see if the clockwork fuse on an MK-82 500-pound bomb is ticking before disarming it. Photo by PH1(AW) David Tucker, Fleet Imaging Facility Pacific, Yokosuka, Japan

SN Christopher Jackson of Lanham, Md., stands the fantail lookout watch as USS Lewis B. Puller (FFG 23) steams toward the Coronado Bay Bridge in San Diego. Photo by PH2 Rodney J. Furry, All Hands, FSD San Diego

SN Ken Hardesty of USS Frederick (LST 1184) scrubs the star on the tank ramp. Photo by PH1(AW) Donald E. Bray NAVSUBTRACENPAC Pearl Harbor
A ceremonial guard member attaches the silver bayonet to a rifle. The Navy's Ceremonial Guard typically participates in more than 2,000 events each year. Photo by J02 Jason Thompson, Naval Media Center, All Hands magazine, Washington, D.C.

YNCS Gerald Armington of Dallas volunteers once a week to read to Mrs. Miller's 3rd grade class at LeMay Elementary School, Bellevue, Neb. Photo by Air Force Senior Airman James VanArsdale, STRATCOM, Offutt Air Force Base, Neb.

Preflight operations are a part of everyday life in Norfolk-based squadron HS-5 attached to USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PH2 Rick Solleaux, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)

Hose Team 1 of Repair 1F, fights a simulated Class-Alpha fire during General Quarters drills on USS Independence (CV 62). Photo by PH3 Jason Matthew Stiles, VF-154, TARPS
AC2 Dennis Pender egresses from the helo dunker at the Naval Aviation Survival Training Facility at Naval Air Station Norfolk. Photo by PH2 Andy McKaskie

A hummer, directed by the beach team, departs Assault Craft Unit 1’s LCU during an insertion exercise on Naval Amphibious Base Coronado, San Diego. Photo by PH1(SCW) Charles P. Cavanaugh, Fleet Imaging Center Pacific, San Diego

GMG2 Amos Farmer of Chicago back strokes to finish the second-class swim test at Gab Gag Pool, Guam. Photo by IS1(SW) Donald P. Maury, Naval Special Warfare Unit

AN Ricky Padot checks for broken wires while working on an avionics computer aboard USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69). Photo by PH2 Shawn Eklund, USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69)
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HMH1 Gail Suttles of Gulfport, Miss., gives her daughter, Leigha, a good-bye hug at the Child Development Center. Suttles is stationed at Naval Hospital, Pensacola, Fla. Photo by PH2 Eric W. Kleinkopf, Naval Technical Training Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, Fla.

U.S. Navy Ceremonial Guard prepares for a funeral service at Arlington National Cemetery. Photo by PHAA Laura Heinkel, Naval Media Center, Washington, D.C.
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More than 300 Sailors and civilians participated in the NAS JRB Willow Grove annual 10K run. Photo by PH2 Marie Harmon, NRLANTFLTMAGU 193

TM2 Angel Montanez of Puerto Rico cleans a rack on the MK 32 torpedo tubes aboard the guided-missile destroyer USS Fitzgerald (DDG 62) while under way in the Arabian Gulf. Photo by PH1 Wayne Edwards

CAPT Ronald J. Buchmiller leads his congregation in prayer during Catholic Mass aboard USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PH1 (AW) James Williams, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)

Medical drills allow the use of fake blood and wounds. In this ambulance scenario, HN Jeremy Biehn (left) of Pueblo, Colo., starts an IV for training “victim” HM3 Michael W. Wells of San Jose, Calif. Photo by PH1(AW/SW) Barry Q. Orell, NAS Lemoore, Calif.
A HT3 Mark Cookson, a native of Cleveland, arc welds a desk frame aboard USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71). Photo by PHAN Donne McKissic. USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71)
AN Steven Torres, a native of San Antonio, checks an S-3 Viking’s weight document aboard USS Constellation (CV 64). Photo by PHAN Timothy C. Edwards, USS Constellation (CV 64)

AG3 Charles of Columbus, Ga., launches a bathythermograph probe aboard USS John F. Kennedy (CV 67) to determine the water temperature at various depths. Photo by PH2 Scott A. Moak, USS John F. Kennedy (CV 67)
DC3 Kenneth Little lights a smudge pot that will be used for setting fires for training at Afloat Training Group Western Pacific Fire Fighting School. Photo by PH2 Daniel Allen Taylor, Fleet Imaging Facility Pacific, Yokosuka, Japan

BM1 Emilio Ballentes (left) of Flint, Mich., and SR Mario Olley of Claremont, Calif., monitor a plotting board aboard the guided-missile destroyer USS Fitzgerald (DDG 62). Photo by PH1 Wayne Edwards

EMFN Jamie Burnett of Dallas performs an underway loss of power check in Load Center 72 aboard USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PH1 (AW) James Williams, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)
ET2 Michael A. Whittaker, a native of New York, repairs a circuit board for an approach radar at the Ground Electronics Shop at NAS Lemoore, Calif. The board was later installed in the operations tower. Photo by FH1(AW/SW) Barry Q. Orell, FASO Det., NAS Lemoore, Calif.

HN Sam McCarthy of Rexville, N.Y., inventories an emergency medical kit in the medical department aboard USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69). Photo by PHAN Mark Brackin, USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69).

MU3 Mark Stout from Grove, Okla., practices his saxophone before rehearsal with the Navy Band, Great Lakes, Ill. Photo by MU2 Robert W. Gaffney, Navy Band, Great Lakes, Ill.
A AD2 William Howard (seated) of Oakland, Calif., conducts a series of tests on an F-14 jet engine aboard USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PHAN Richard J. Brunson, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)
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HT1 Keith Smith of Norfolk, Va., browses through the book stacks in the library aboard USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PH1(AW) James Williams, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)

BUCN Kim Prescott of Galesburg, Mich., chips excess mortar off the window ledge of the new Single Sailor Facility under construction at NAS North Island, San Diego. Prescott is assigned to NMCB 133. Photo by JO3 Steve Morin, NAS North Island, San Diego
A: AN Jason Bollig of Idaho Falls, Idaho, replaces the slot seal on Catapult #2 after the “Launch Complete” signal was announced from USS Independence’s (CV 62) Primary Flight Control. Photo by PH3 Dwayne S. Smith, USS Independence (CV 62)
One-year-old Nicholas Bishop gets his heart checked by HM3 Bryant Smith at the Green/White Family Practice Clinic, Newport, R.I. Photo by Ron Fontaine, Public Affairs Office, NETC, Newport, R.I.

A crew member onboard USS Shreveport (LPD 12) attaches the cargo net during a vertical replenishment with USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74). Photo by PH2 Rich Solleaux, USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)

Tony Ramos, a native of Baguio City, Republic of the Philippines, picks fresh mint from the Silver Dolphin Bistro’s herb garden for garnishing the lunchtime meal. Photo by JO1 Rita Bargeloh, CINCPACFLT Public Affairs Office, Pearl Harbor
AD3 Michelle R. LaPasso of Lansdale, Pa., finishes up paperwork while on board an RC-12 on the way to St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. Photo by Nestor Rodriguez, Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility.


HM2(FMF) Edgar Hermogino, the military advisor of Company 97030, inspects his basic Hospital Corps School students in San Diego. Hermogino is from Dededo, Guam. Photo by HM2(FMF) Richard Sloan Angulo, Naval School of Health Sciences, San Diego.
AZAN Austin Adkins of New Orleans rinses off the tail section of a TA-4J during a plane wash at VC-8, Naval Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico. Photo by PH1(NAC) Michael J. Rinaldi, Fleet Imaging Center Atlantic, Jacksonville Det., Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico
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IC3 Jason Vanpelt of USS Wadsworth (FFG 9) climbs the ship’s mast to perform maintenance. Photo by PH3 David Mercil, FICP Barber Point, Pearl Harbor
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On the ground during the FOD walk down in front of VFA-106’s flight line. Photo by ATC(AW) June Marcelle English, STRIKFTRON 106, NAS Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Fla.

Roughly 2,000 images were submitted for the “Any Day in the Navy” project. The images featured in this issue were selected for Navy community representation, content and technical merits.

Images not chosen for this issue are archived and may be used in future Naval Media Center publications. A special thanks to everyone who submitted photographs and helped make this special issue possible.
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Sailors find the Florida fog doesn’t hide items on the ground during the FOD walk down in front of VFA-106’s flight line. Photo by ATC(AW) June Marcelle English, STRIKFTRON 106, NAS Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Fla.
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